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Beyond Basics

Program & Services

Partner schools identify students to be assessed by a Beyond Basics certified teacher who provides
each student with an individualized learning plan. Trained tutors build relationships with students to
deliver each plan using one of our four literacy programs:

The typical cost of services ranges from $500 to $3500 per student based on individual need.

For more than a decade, Beyond Basics has worked alongside Michigan schools to implement a data-
driven literacy solution for K-12 students. In an average of six weeks, our students achieve grade
level movement, essential for success not only in the classroom, but in life.

BEYONDBASICS.ORG

Contact Katie Nienstedt at Beyond Basics to use EANS II funds for our services:
nienstedt@beyondbasics.org.

Our programs work intensively with children five days per week, an hour each day. Working one-on-
one or in a small group with a dedicated, trained tutor, students learn the foundational skills to
decode words, read fluently, and deepen comprehension. Our multisensory program is
developmentally appropriate and includes dynamic fine arts and writing activities that cultivate
curiosity and a love of lifelong learning. Students unlock the power of reading with the skills to thrive
and take part in all that life has to offer.



EANS FUNDS MAY BE USED TO 

Non-public schools will receive communication
from the State Educational Agency (SEA)
The SEA determines the EANS allocation
Michigan Department of Education (MDE) will
distribute the application to schools eligible to
receive an EANS II grant
MDE has 30 days to approve or deny application

Redevelop instructional plans to address
learning loss
Fund support services for remote / hybrid
learning to address learning loss

       

Emergency Assistance in

BEYONDBASICS.ORG

Continuing instruction
Learning loss recovery

EANS funds are intended to support:

Non-Public Schools (EANS) 

How to access/participate:

Be a nonprofit organization 
Be accredited, licensed or otherwise operate
in accordance with State law
Have been established before March 13, 2020
Have not applied for and received a PPP loan
on or after 12/27/2020
Meet the 20% MDE/USDE low-income
requirement

IS MY SCHOOL ELIGIBLE?

BEYOND BASICS PROVIDES
LEARNING LOSS SERVICES!

DID YOU KNOW?

To access EANS II funds, you must:

APPLICATION INFORMATION

Schools that did not apply for EANS I and
meet the 20% low-income requirement can
still apply for EANS II funding
EANS funds may be used for the authorized
purposes through September 30, 2024
Funds must be used for future services or
items, not for reimbursement

ABOUT BEYOND BASICS

Beyond Basics is a 501c3 nonprofit that works to
achieve literacy for everyone through an
intensive, one-on-one tutoring program. Beyond
Basics’ data-driven, multisensory, structured
literacy interventions help students achieve 
 grade-level movement in an average of six
weeks. We are on the ClassWallet distribution
list.


